
Fast-track to launching your next cellular IoT product

Cellular LPWAN
IoT System on Module

•  Takes years to build a working prototype

•  Requires complex hardware and firmware 
development

•  Requires own cloud solution, API, and mobile app 
development

•  Costly and resource-intensive – significant 
investments into R&D required

•  Have to set up and manage own cloud infrastructure

•  Requires establishing device connectivity

•  Complex, lengthy, and expensive hardware 
certification process

•  An in-house technical support team required

•  An in-house legal team required

•  Launch a new product or solution in a few months

•  Receive a functioning foundation and add sensors per 
your needs

•  Receive a market-ready package of white-label hardware 
solution, firmware, cloud solution, and mobile app

•  Cost-e�ective – no large investments into R&D and 
years-long solution development

•  AWS data storage and processing are provided

•  Embedded SIM with pre-provisioned LTE-M/NB-IoT 
network access

•  An already certified solution

•  Enterprise-level support by LMT

•  Fully GDPR compliant, data stored in the EU

Using the LMT IoT SoMDeveloping a product from scratch  
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Your Carrier board

Create your own or customize one of our carrier boards according to your needs
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The IoT Shortcut is a hardware-led SaaS, or in other words, an o�-the-shelf foundation for building cellular IoT devices. 
You receive the whole package – a market-ready white-label hardware solution, firmware, cloud solution, and premium 
support from the LMT team. With the IoT Shortcut, you can skip the complex, costly, and time-consuming process of 
building your base and jump straight into the soon-to-be-launched product stage.

IoT Shortcut's system on module (SoM)



Cellular LPWAN
IoT System on Module

Commercial product in a few months
If you truly want to reduce your R&D costs, in addition to the SoM, we can provide you with a carrier board, enabling 
you to create market-ready IoT products with sensors of your choice:

With the IoT Shortcut, you'll receive:
•  The ultimate base for your next product or solution with hardware, firmware, and cloud solution included

•  Worldwide LTE/M-NB-IoT connectivity 

•  Flexible cloud storage on AWS 

•  Scalable platform and white label end-user dashboard and mobile app

•  API for further implementations

•  Expertise in IoT solution development and deployment

•  Pay-as-you-use model, no hidden fees or costly subscriptions

innovations.lmt.lv

Get in touch
Reinis Skorovs
Head of Sensors Business
reinis.skorovs@lmt.lv
+37129290170

About the creators

LMT is a globally-recognized European mobile operator, innovator, and system integrator backed by 
30 years of experience. LMT's IT development team – the fastest-growing department at LMT – 
prepares various products and services for international markets, designed predominantly to help 
businesses easily implement new income streams.

Customize our carrier 
board according to 

your needs

Receive LMT's SoM and a 
carrier board within a few 

months

Start selling and o�ering 
the product to your 

customers

Receive all the necessary 
support from LMT along 

the way

Cellular LPWAN IoT enables complete independence and maximum flexibility – forget worrying about network set-up 
and gateway deployment. Keep your IoT devices always online. Your devices can be used anywhere in the world as 
they're easy to set up and work flawlessly thanks to LTE-M/NB-IoT coverage.  

With the Cellular LPWAN IoT SoM, you'll be able to create next-generation products that enhance the life quality of 
your customers and build out your product portfolio with minimal R&D required.

In addition to SoM, we have the capability to create market ready IoT products with sensors of your choice.

Cellular LPWAN IoT – faster, stronger & better 


